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Q−CLASSICAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS:
A VERY CLASSICAL APPROACH
F. MARCELL ´AN y AND J.C. MEDEM z
Abstract. The q−classical orthogonal polynomials defined by Hahn satisfy a Sturm-Liouville type equation
in geometric differences. Working with this, we classify the q−classical polynomials in twelve families according
to the zeros of the polynomial coefficients of the equation and the behavior concerning to q−1 . We determine
a q−analogue of the weight function for the twelve families, and we give a representation of its orthogonality
relation and its q−integral. We describe this representation in some normal and special cases (indeterminate moment
problem and finite orthogonal sequences). Finally, the Sturm-Liouville type equation allows us to establish the
correspondence between this classification and the Askey Scheme.
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1. Hahn’s generalization of the classical orthogonal polynomials. The q− classical
orthogonal polynomials were introduced by Wolfgang Hahn in connection with the q−deri-
vative [7]:
a) They are orthogonal in widespread sense, that is, in the three-term recurrence relation
(TTRR) for the monic polynomials
xPn = Pn+1 + nPn + nPn−1 ; n  0 ; P−1 = 0 ; P0 = 1 ;(1.1)
it is required that n 6= 0 , n  1 or, equivalently, in terms of the corresponding functional,
it must be regular, that is, the principal submatrices of the Hankel matrix for the moment
sequence are nonsingular.
b) Since the classical polynomials are characterized as the only ones whose sequence of
derivatives is also orthogonal, Hahn considers the L−derivative and studies the orthogonal
polynomials (OPS) whose sequence of L−derivatives is also orthogonal.
The L−derivative with parameters q and ! includes as particular cases the difference
operator with step ! and the q−derivative (# in the work by Hahn):
Lq;!f(x) =
f(qx+!)−f(x)
(q−1)x+! ; L1;! = 4! ;
Lq;0 =  ; jqj 6= 1 ; f(x) = f(qx)−f(x)(q−1)x :
(1.2)
We get the normal derivative when q ! 1 ; ! ! 0 . In this way, Hahn considers the
L−classical polynomials as a generalization of the classical polynomials (D−classical poly-
nomials) and discrete classical polynomials (4!−classical polynomials).
Traditionally two OPS are considered equal whenever we can pass from one to another
by means of an affine transformation of the variable. The affine transformation of the variable,
Aa;bf(x) = f(ax + b) , modifies the parameters of the L−derivative. Taking into account
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the effect of the dilation, Haf(x) = f(ax) , and the translation, Tbf(x) = f(x + b) , we
get:
jqj 6= 1 : TbLq;! = Lq;!+(q−1)bTb
b= !1−q=) TbL = Tb ;
jqj = 1 : HaLq;! = a−1Lq;a−1!Ha a=!
−1
=) HaL = a−14qHa :
(1.3)
In another way the L−classical polynomials with respect to Lq;w , jqj 6= 1 could be trans-
formed by means of an appropriate translation in the −classical polynomials ( q−classical
polynomials). If jqj = 1 a dilation could transform them into the 4−classical polynomials
(discrete classical polynomials); see [5], [11], [12] and references contained therein. The
study of the classical and classical discrete polynomials was very complete, so actually it is
only necessary to study the q−classical polynomials.
Starting from the Sturm-Liouville type equation in geometric differences with polyno-
mial coefficients  and  , deg   2 and deg = 1 , from now on denoted q−SL , Hahn
obtained the first results for the solutions as q−hypergeometric series. Unfortunately, there
was no later publication, where the details were all filled in, according to Tom Koornwinder.
Thirty six years later, G. Andrews and R. Askey [1] continued Hahn’s work. Since then, a
large literature on classical polynomials from the q−hypergeometric point of view has been
generated. So, the q−classical polynomials are presented as a cascade of q−hypergeometric
functions. Starting from two polynomials 43 , that are not classical in the sense proposed by
Hahn, the rest are obtained by means of special choices and changes of parameters for vari-
ables, confluent limits, etc. [9, part 4]. A consequence of this procedure is that there does not
exist a general theory for this scheme but a lot of particular cases. Moreover, in this hyperge-
ometric approach is not evident how the manipulations have an influence on the characteristic
elements of each family. A. Nikiforov and V. Uvarov represented another standpoint in the
hypergeometric approach [11], [12]. They developed a theory based on the q − SL equation,
but the Nikiforov-Uvarov approach leads in the end to the hypergeometric representation of
the OPS. In [2], the authors try to unify both, the q−Askey’s scheme and Nikiforov et al.
one. In fact they give a more general framework for the q−Askey’s scheme based on a q−SL
equation.
Our approach and classification leads from  and  to the q−weight functions and to
the possible intervals of integration so as to represent the orthogonality relation. The zeros
of  and ? [?(x) = q−1(x) + (q−1 − 1)x (x)] give the main information about the
orthogonality. Our classification is designed to illustrate how alterations of  and  (or
 and ? ) have an effect on the orthogonality relation. The class of polynomials defined
by Hahn are very varied but not a labyrinth. Our approach follows the standard analytic
procedure in the D−classical case. Starting from the Sturm-Liouville equation, D2Pn +
 DPn = nPn , we write it in the self-adjoint form D(wDPn) = nwPn . This self-
adjoint form, together with the integration by parts and the determination of two different
points of the completed real line a; b 2 R such that (w)(a) = 0 = (w)(b) make it easy
to get the integral representation of the orthogonality
(n − m)
R b
a
PnPmw =
R b
a
D(wDPn)  Pm −
R b
a
D(wDPm)  Pn =(1.4)
= wDPn  Pmjba −
R b
a wDPnDPm − wDPm  Pnjba +
R b
a wDPnDPm = 0 ;
n 6= m =) n 6= m =)
R b
a
PnPmw = 0 :
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Finally, to prove
R b
a P
2
n! 6= 0 , n  0 , we only have to check that w is continuous in [a; b]
and nonzero in (a; b) . Thus we have to determine the weight function w , characterized as
a solution of the Pearson equation D(w) =  w [() Dww =  −D ] . It is evident that
the degree of  and the fact that it has a double zero or simple zeros when the degree is
two determines the solutions. In conclusion, the classification of the D−classical orthogonal
polynomials is based on these aspects of the polynomial  .
The development of a q−analogue of this procedure, where q−hypergeometric func-
tions are not needed, was started with the contribution by M. Frank [4]. Later, S. Ha¨cker, [6],
applied it to the little q−Jacobi case, and in [10] all the cases for 0 < q < 1 were considered.
Our classical approach to the q−classical polynomials is presented as follows. In Section 2, a
classification of the q−classical polynomials in 12 families with respect to the q−analogue of
the weight function is developed. In Section 3, the determination of the q−weight functions
by means of a q−analogue of the Pearson equation is given. In Section 4, the foundations of
the orthogonality relationship represented with q−integrals and q−weights and an overview
of the determination of the positive definite cases are considered. In Section 5, some cases
which yield indeterminate moment problems and finite OPS are analyzed. In Section 6, the
equivalences with the Askey Scheme are presented.
2. q−classical polynomials: classification. The q−classical polynomials are orthog-
onal with respect to linear functionals which satisfy a q−difference equation of first order
with polynomial coefficients [10]
(u) =  u ; deg  2 ; deg = 1 :(2.1)
The operations and action of the operators in the dual space of the polynomials is defined
by transposition, except the derivative where there is also a change of sign, i.e., hu; xni =
−hu;xni . Thus, (2.1), is equivalent to [10]
?Pn +  ?Pn = nPn ; n  1 ;(2.2)
where ? is the q−1−derivative operator, (1.2), ?f(x) = f(q−1x)−f(x)(q−1−1)x . Another formu-
lation equivalent to (2.2) is
??Pn +  Pn = ?nPn ; 
?(x) = q−1(x) + (q−1 − 1)x (x) ;(2.3)
This is a well-known fact that has a special significance for us since
(u) =  u () (2:2) () (2:3) () ?(?u) =  u ;(2.4)
that is, every q−classical functional/OPS is also q−1−classical and vice versa.
Maybe this fact has gone unnoticed because when working in an analytical way if 0 <
q < 1 we have convergence in many expressions whereas with q−1 > 1 we have divergence.
To see what comes next it is very important to keep (2.4) in mind. In fact we will see the
q−classical OPS with a stereoscopic vision as q; q−1−classical. We will refer to everything
concerning the inverse basis as symmetric and we will mark it with ? , for example:  ? =  .
Let’s recall the Hahn’s scheme (1.3)
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L−classical polynomials L := Lq;!
jqj = 1 jqj 6= 1
Ha; a = !−1 Tb; b = !1−q
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4−classical polynomials
(discrete classical polynomials)
−classical polynomials
( q−classical polynomials)
When jqj 6= 1 , in order to normalize  , we only need a dilation and the nonzero constant.
The dilation Ha acting on the distributional equation of the functional u , (u) =  u ,
with the corresponding MOPS, (Pn) , leads us to the normalized equation
(eeu) = e eu ; e = Ha ; e = aHa ; eu = H1=au ;(2.5)
and the MOPS corresponding to eu , ( ePn) , becomes ePn = a−nHaPn . The factor c allows
us to take  monic. A straightforward consequence is that if the origin is a zero of  ,
(0) = 0 , the origin will continue to be a zero in the normalized polynomial and those c 6= 0 ,
(c) 6= 0 , will continue also to be a zero distinct of the origin after the dilation. Therefore,
in the group of Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials, we will now distinguish among those that
have a zero at the origin ( 0−zero) and those that do not vanish at the origin ( ;−zero). In
general we will distinguish between:
;−zero families: q−Hermite, ;−Laguerre, ;−Jacobi,
and 0−zero families: 0−Laguerre, 0−Jacobi, q−Bessel.
This is the vision from q . What happens for q−1 ? If (x) = bax2 + ax + _a and
 (x) = bbx+ b , from (2.3), we get
?(x) = q−1(x) + (q−1 − 1)x (x) =
= (q−1ba+ (q−1 − 1)bb)| {z }
ba?
x2 + (q−1a+ (q−1 − 1)b)| {z }
a?
x+ q−1 _a| {z }
_a?
:(2.6)
The immediate consequence is that every q−;−zero family is a q−1−;−zero family and
vice versa. The same is true for the 0−zero families.
Notice that, from (2.6), if
ba? = 0 () bb = −ba1−q (main singularity) ;(2.7)
the ;−families are the q−1−Laguerre ones, providing that deg ? = 1 , otherwise, if deg ? =
0 , that is,
a? = 0 () b = −a1−q (secondary singularity) ;(2.8)
then they become in a q−1Hermite family.
In the 0−families, the framework is different. First, the two singularities cannot appear
simultaneously. In fact, ba? = 0 = a? implies ?  0 , and so u is not regular. On the other
hand, first, the 0−Laguerre cannot have a main singularity, (2.7), since then
ba? = q−1  0 + (q−1 − 1)bb = 0 =) bb = 0 =) deg < 1 =) u is not regular ;
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and, second, the q−Bessel cannot have a secondary singularity (2.8)
a? = q−1  0 + (q−1 − 1)b = 0 =) b = 0 =)  divides =) u is not regular :
The following chart shows the situation (double arrow := no singularity, m := main
singularity, s := secondary singularity)
P ?P
L ?L
H ?H L ?L
P ?P
B ?B
q−view q−1−view q−view q−1−view
;−families 0−families
-
 
 
 
 @
@
@
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Looking at the q−classical polynomials from q and q−1 we have 12 different families
;−Jacobi=?Jacobi q−Bessel=?Jacobi
” =?Laguerre ” =?Laguerre
” =?Hermite 0−Jacobi=?Jacobi
;−Laguerre=?Jacobi ” =?Laguerre
q−Hermite=?Jacobi ” =?Bessel
0−Laguerre=?Jacobi
=?Bessel
3. q−classical polynomials: q−weight functions. In this part, it will be justified that
the zeros of  and ? determine the poles and zeros of the q−weight function. The weight
function in the D−cases satisfies the equation D(!) =  ! . For our q−polynomials there
is a q−analogue of the Pearson equation
?(w) = q w ;
which leads to the q−Sturm-Liouville equation in a self-adjoint form
?Pn +  ?Pn = nPn () 

H−1(w)?Pn

= nwPn :
We call w a q−weight function, and we get it as the solution of the q−Pearson equation.
The equations in q and q−1 derivatives are reduced to an equation in q dilations H := Hq ,
[Hf(x) = f(qx)]
?(w) = q w () w = qH?Hw () (x)w(x) = ?(qx)w(qx) :
We solve these equations by a recurrent procedure
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w = Hnw  qH
?

HqH
?

 : : : Hn−1 qH
?
| {z }
H(n) qH
?


=
Qn−1
k=0
q?(qk+1x)
(qkx)

H2H2w = H2(qH?)H3w
: : : : : :












1
@
@
@
@
@
@R









1
@
@
@R
HHw = H(qH?)H2w
?
H
w = H2w qH
?
 H
qH?

w = qH?Hw -
?
H
w = Hw qH
?

Let us see what happens when n tends to infinity. If w is continuous at 0 ,
lim
n!1H
nw = lim
n!1w(q
nx) = w(0) :
In order to deduce limn!1H(n) qH
?
 we need to consider infinite products: (a; q)1 =Q1
k=0(1− aqn) and (a; b; q)1 = (a; q)1(b; q)1 .
i) ;−cases: Since the numerator polynomial and the denominator polynomial have the
same nonzero independent term (see e.g. (2.6)), then the infinite product converges to
w(x) = w(0)
(a?−11 qx; q)1(a
?−1
2 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; q)1(a
−1
2 x; q)1
;
where a?1 and a?2 are the zeros of ? and a1; a2 those of  . For any zero, for example a1 ,
it can be interpreted that
deg  < 2 =) a1 =1 =) a−11 = 0 =) (a−11 x; q)1 = 1 :
The q−weights for the ;−families are given in table 3.
These functions were already known by Hahn ([7], page 30), although he obtained them
by another procedure. They are meromorphic functions in the complex plane with zeros in
a?i q
−n
, n  1 and poles in aiq−n , n  0 .
ii) 0−cases: If the independent term is zero, several situations appear.
) No q1−Bessel. This is the simplest case also mentioned by Hahn. If both polynomials
have nonzero x−term ( 0−Jacobi=?Jacobi, 0−Jacobi=?Laguerre, 0−Laguerre=?Jacobi) we
eliminate a factor x of the numerator with another of the denominator, and we get a ratio of
two polynomials with nonzero independent terms which do not coincide in general. To be
able to introduce a factor that corrects this we assume the function w presents a zero or a
pole in the origin introducing the factor jxj . Then, the q−weights are
w(x) = jxj (a
?−1
1 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; q)1
;
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TABLE 3.1
The q−weights for the ;−families
;−families zeros of  zeros of ? q−weight function
;−Jacobi=?Jacobi a?1 6=1 6= a?2 w(x) = (a
?−1
1 qx; a
?−1
2 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; a
−1
2 x; q)1
=?Laguerre a1 6=1 6= a2 a?1 6=1 = a?2 w(x) = (a
?−1
1 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; a
−1
2 x; q)1
=?Hermite a?1 =1 = a?2 w(x) = 1
(a−11 x; a
−1
2 x; q)1
;−Laguerre a1 6=1 = a2 w(x) = (a
?−1
1 qx; a
?−1
2 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; q)1
a?1 6=1 6= a?2
q−Hermite a1 =1 = a2 w(x) = (a?−11 qx; a?−12 qx; q)1
where once again deg  < 2 implies a1 =1 .
) q1−Bessel. The ()−procedure can not be applied to the q−Bessel and q−1−Bessel:
(1) When the degree is different ( q−Bessel=?Laguerre and 0−Laguerre=?Bessel) we can
use the function h : h(x) =
p
xlogq x−1 . This function satisfies
Hh(x) = xh(x) :
In fact Ha¨cker [6] uses it to solve the q−Bessel=?Laguerre case.
The following generalization of h , h() (we have not found any references to it in the liter-
ature) satisfies
Hh()(x) = xh(x) ; h() =
p
xlogq x
− ;
and we have used h(−1) to solve the 0−Laguerre=?Bessel case. In general the function h or
its generalization can be used when the degrees of the polynomials are different. Hahn uses
h in the 0−Jacobi=?Laguerre case to prove that it corresponds to an indeterminate moment
problem (generalizing the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials). Notice that it was the only result
developed with some detail in [7], but a mistake appears. It was corrected in a later article
[8].
(2) Finally, for the case when both polynomials have the same degree ( q−Bessel=?Jacobi
and 0−Jacobi=?Bessel), the iterative solution using H leads to divergent expressions. So,
we try to solve them using H−1 . Thus we get
w(x) = jxj 1
(a?1=x; q)1
or w(x) = jxj(a1q=x; q)1 :
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TABLE 3.2
The q−weights for the 0−families
0−families zeros of  zeros of ? q−weight function
q−Bessel=?Jacobi a?1 6= f01 ?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj 1
(a?1=x; q)1
(b)
a1 = 0 ; a2 = 0
=?Laguerre a?1 =1 ; a?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj
p
xlogq x−1 (c)
0−Jacobi=?Jacobi a?1 6= f01 ; a?2 =0 w(x) = jxj (a
?−1
1 qx; q)1
(a−11 x; q)1
(a)
=?Laguerre a1 6= f01 ; a2 = 0 a?1 =1; a?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj 1
(a−11 x; q)1
; (a)
=?Bessel a?1 = 0 ; a?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj(a1q=x; q)1 (b)
0−Laguerre=?Jacobi a?1 6= 0 ; a?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj(a?−11 qx; q)1 (a)
a1 =1 ; a2 = 0
=?Bessel a?1 = 0 ; a?2 = 0 w(x) = jxj
p
xlogq
1
x
+1 (d)
We have not found any reference concerning these functions in the literature. In the first case,
fixing ba = 1 applying the standard normalization (non zero factor and dilation) over the
distributional equation, the only free parameter is b . Choosing it so that b = 2q2− then
[10]
!(x) = jxj 1(a?1=x;q)1 = jxj
eq

a?1
x

= jxjeq[−(1− q)2=x] ;
and limq!1− !(x) = jxj exp(−2=x) is the Bessel weight function.
The q−weight functions for the 0−families are shown in table 3
(a)  = −2 + Logq
a
a?
; (b)  = −3 + Logq
ba
ba?
; (c)  = −2 + Logq
ba
a?
; (d)  = 3 + Logq
ba?
a
 = bax2 + ax+ _a ;  = bbx+ b ; ba? = q−1ba
4. q−integral representation of the positive definite cases. The q−integral is a Rie-
mann sum on an infinite partition faqn; n  0g ,R a>0
0 f dq :=
P1
n=0 f(aq
n)(aqn − aqn+1) = (1− q)aP1n=0 f(aqn)qn ;
R 0
a<0
f dq :=
P1
n=0 f(aq
n)(aqn+1 − aqn) = −(1− q)aP1n=0 f(aqn)qn ;
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defined in such a way that we can apply the q−analogue of the Barrow rule,R b
a
F dq = F (b)− F (a) :
This allows us to get the following integration by parts rulesR b
a fg dq = H
−1f  gjba − q
R b
a g
?f dq ;
R b
a fg dq = fgjba −
R b
a Hgf dq :(4.1)
On the other hand it can be generalized to unbounded intervals and to unbounded functions.
The Riemann-Stieltjes discrete integrals related with the q−classical polynomials can be
represented as q−integrals. For example, for the 0−Jacobi case (little q−Jacobi) we haveP1
k=0
(bq;q)k
(q;q)k
(aq)kpm(qk)pn(qk) = K
R 1
0
x (qx;q)1
(q+1x;q)1
pm(x)pn(x) dqx ; a = q ; b = q ;
w(x) = x (qx;q)1(q+1x;q)1 (= x
[1− qx] ; in the Hahn notation) :
Notice that the previous polynomials correspond to a positive definite case for −1 <  . For
−1 <  < 0 the q−integral converges.
The positive definite cases are deduced from the TTRR, (1.1), when n > 0; n  1 . If
(x) = bax2 + ax+ _a ,  (x) = bbx+ b , and Hn(x) = (qnx) then
n+1 = −
qn[n+1]

[n−1]ba+bb


[2n−1]ba+bb

[2n+1]ba+bb
 Hn− [n]a+b
[2n]ba+bb

; n  0 :(4.2)
This representation of n in terms of the coefficients of  and  was obtained by N. Smaili
[13] and S. Ha¨cker [6] using different techniques. The determination of the positive definite
cases has been done case by case for any real value of q , jqj 6= 1 , by Ha¨cker. A more
global vision of the used procedures and, mainly, the positive definite cases which have not
been considered by Ha¨cker can be found in [10]. In all positive definite cases it is possible to
represent the orthogonality relation using the q−integral and the q−weight function.
Thus, we have a self-adjoint form of the q−Sturm-Liouville equation, q−integration
by parts. We only need two points a; b 2 R , a 6= b , zeros of certain functions, so thatR b
a
PnPmwdq = 0 , n 6= m , see (1.4). If n 6= m , then n 6= m and
(n − m)
Z b
a
wPnPm dq =
Z b
a
(wnPn)Pm dq −
Z b
a
(wmPm)Pn dq =
=
Z b
a


H−1(w)?Pn| {z }
g1

Pm|{z}
f1
dq −
Z b
a


H−1(w)?Pn| {z }
g2

Pn|{z}
f2
dq =
= H−1(w)?Pn  Pmjba −
Z b
a
H

H−1(w)?Pn

Pm dq −
−H−1(w)?Pm  Pnjba| {z }
H−1(w)

(a)=0=

H−1(w)

(b)
+
Z b
a
H

H−1(w)?Pm

Pn| {z }
wPmPn
dq = 0 :
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So a and b must cancel H−1(w)
h
= (q−1x)w(q−1x)
i
:
H−1(w)

(a) = 0 =

H−1(w)

(b) () (aq−1)w(aq−1) = 0 = (bq−1)w(bq−1) :
For instance, if a1 and a2 are zeros of  we could take a1q and a2q , a1; a2 2 R . There
is a more interesting alternative, as we will see. Using the q−Pearson equation, we have
w = qH(w) () H−1(w) = q−1?w ;
and so the zeros of ?; a?1; a?2 2 R , constitute another choice. Also we can combine both
possibilities, for example: a1q and a?2 .
We will make some comments about the determination of the positive definite cases in
order to facilitate the comprehension of what follows. First of all, we normalize the polyno-
mial  with ba = 1 which does not alter either the functional or the orthogonal polynomial
sequence. The study of the positive definite cases reduces to the study of the sign of the two
factors of n+1 , (4.2). The first factor is negative if the leading coefficient of  is positive,bb > 0 , and negative if bb < −11−q h[n] n!1−! −11−q ; jqj < 1i . Notice that bb = −11−q represents
the main singularity, (2.7). The other cases, −11−q < bb < 0 , have changes of sign and do
not lead to positive definite cases. The second factor of (4.2) has more difficulties in the case
deg = 2 . If bb > 0 , then this second factor must be negative and [n]a+b
[2n]+bb
must remain
in the interval between the zeros of Hn ( Hn with positive leading coefficient, ba = 1 ).
Equivalently, in this case, bb > 0 , the sequence (n)n0 ,
n := − [n]a+
b
[2n] +bb  qn ; n  0 ;(4.3)
must remain between the zeros of  , a1 and a2 . Otherwise, if bb < −11−q then n =2 [a1; a2] ,
n  0 . In the case deg  = 1 , i.e., ba = 0 , for example,  with positive leading coefficient,
a > 0 , and a zero at a0 , we have positive definite cases iff n < a0 , n  0 , and so on.
The choice of the interval of integration is made to guarantee that
R b
a
P 2nwdq 6= 0 ,
n  0 , for which, it is enough that w be continuous and does not vanish inside the inter-
val of integration. This has a difficulty since we have seen that even in the simplest cases,
;−families, are infinite number of zeros, a?i q−n , n  1 , and infinite number of poles,
aiq
−n
, n  0 . In the positive definite cases there is a situation that makes the problem
simpler: a?1 and a?2 are real and
a?1 < 0 < a
?
2 ;(4.4)
or in the 0−families, a?1 = 0 < a?2 , or, a?1 < 0 = a?2 . So in all cases we have the zeros out
of (a?1; a?2) . For a?1 < 0 < a?2 we have
: : : < a?1q
−n < : : : < a?1q
−1 < a?1 < 0 < a
?
2 < a
?
2q
−1 < : : : < a?2q
−n < : : : :
[Notice that, (2.6), _a = _a?q and _a = a1a2 , _a? = ba?a?1a?2 , with, (2.6), ba? = q−1ba+(q−1−
1)bb , ba = 1 yields (4.4) with _a 6= 0 .]
Now we come to the poles. The better case occurs when a1 and a2 are out of the
interval [a?1; a?2] but this does not usually happens. So we have the previous problem. We
know the relative situation of the zeros of  and  in the positive definite cases (we have
the explicit expression n in terms of the coefficients of  and  ). The main question is to
know the relative position of the zeros of  and ? in these cases.
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5. An example: the ; and 0−Jacobi cases. The ;−Jacobi=?Jacobi, have three basic
forms in order to be positive definite. With monic  , (x) = (x− a1)(x− a2) and  (x) =bb(x− b0) , they are positive definite if
a) bb > 0 ; a1 < 0 < a2 ; a1 < b0 < a2
b) bb < −1
1− q

0 < a1 < a2 ; b0 < a1
a1 < a2 < 0 ; a2 < b0
c) bb < −1
1− q

0 < a1 < a2 ; a2 < b0
a1 < a2 < 0 ; b0 < a1
In the (a)-cases, the sequence (n)n0 with ba = 1 , (4.3), 0 = b0 , which converges to 0 ,
belongs to the interval (a1; a2); and this is guaranteed if a1 < 0 < a2 , and a1 < b0 < a2 .
In the (b)-cases, (n) must be out of [a1; a2] and so a1 and a2 are both positive or negative,
and it is sufficient that b0 is out of [a1; a2] to yield this. In the (c)-cases, the condition is
not sufficient. Another necessary condition is that a1 and a2 were close enough so that the
sequence (n) , which converges to zero, jumps over the interval [a1; a2] . If n0 2 (a1; a2)
then we have n0 < 0 [ n0 = a1 or n0 = a2 yields n0 = 0 :] If a1 = a2 , a discrete
number of values of b0 do not lead to positive definite cases, while a1; a2 2 C n R leads
always to positive definite cases for all values of b0 (bb < −11−q ) .
We point out that a normalization procedure with a dilation applied to the corresponding
OPS, (2.5), can put it into a quasidefinite class, that is, the normalized representant of the
class could not be positive definite. This is the case of the Big q−Jacobi polynomials that
represents the class with
(x) = aq(x− 1)(bx+ c) = abq(x− 1)(x+ c=b):
The dilation that allows us to send a zero of  to 1 , a1 = 1 , is Ha1 :
(x) = (x− a1)(x− a2) Ha1−! (a1x− a1)(a1x− a2) = a21(x− 1)(x− a2=a1) :(5.1)
If (Pn) satisfies a TTRR, (1.1), with n 2 R , n  0 , and n > 0 , n  1 , a positive
definite MOPS before the dilation, then ( ePn) , after the dilation (2.5), satisfies a TTRR withen = a−11 n , en = a−21 n . If a1 2 C n R then en and en are also complex−valued.
The relative position for the zeros of  and ? is different in each case:
(a)() [a1; a2]  [a?1; a?2] ;
(b)() [a1; a2] \ [a?1; a?2] = ; ;
(c)() [a1; a2]  [a?1; a?2] :
(5.2)
We can consider three different subtypes of positive definite ;−Jacobi=?Jacobi. In Figure
(5) and Figure (5) the intervals of integration for all ;−Jacobi=?Jacobi cases are represented.
In the above discussed case, a1 and a2 are complex-valued, a meaningful normalization
procedure is to send a?1 to −1 or a?2 to 1 with a dilation of ratio −a?1 or a?2 , (4.4), acting
on ?(?u) =  ?u , (5.1). Further, OPS which are initially positive definite, n > 0 ,
n < n0 , but n0  0 can appear in the (c)-cases. Then we have the so called finite OPS. In
this case, ;−Jacobi=?Jacobi, are the q−Hahn polynomials.
Notice that two possible intervals of integration appear in the (c)-cases ( a1 6= a2 ). For
a positive definite case, a1 and a2 must be close enough 0 < a1 < a2 < a1q−1 or
a2q
−1 < a1 < a2 < 0 so that the poles are out of the interval of integration. So, we arrive
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FIG. 5.1. Intervals of integration for the q−weight function corresponding to the ;−Jacobi=? Jacobi OPS

a1 a2
a?1 a
?
2
(a) () [a?1; a?2]  [a1; a2]
a?1 
a?2
a1 a2
a?1 
a1q a2q
a1 a2
a?2
a1

a2
a?1 a
?
2 a
?
1 
a1 a2
a1q a2q a?2
a?1 
a?2
a1 = a2
a?1 
a1q
a1 = a2
a?2
a1 = a2

a?1 a
?
2 a
?
1 
a1 = a2
a1q a?2
a?1 
a?2
a1; a2 2 C n R
(b) () [a1; a2] \ [a?1; a?2] = ; (c) () [a1; a2]  [a?1; a?2]
a1 6= a2
8>>>><>>>:
a1 = a2
8>>>><>>>>:
to the same conclusion: a1 and a2 must be close enough. On the other hand, two different
finite intervals do not lead necessarily to different orthogonality representations. The behavior
of the 0−Jacobi=?Jacobi cases (a?1 = 0 < a?2 or a?1 < 0 = a?2) is the same in the (a) and
(b)-cases. Notice that it is not possible that they were positive definite in the (c)-cases because
(n)! 0 .
We now determine that the intervals of integration for the singular ;−Jacobi ( ;−Jacobi
=?Laguerre, (2.7), and ;−Jacobi=?Hermite, (2.7) and (2.8)). Here, the discussion of the
positive definite cases is different: (n) must be also out of (a1; a2) but now (n) diverges
to +1 if b0 > a1 + a2 , or to −1 if b0 < a1 + a2 , or is constant if b0 = a1 + a2 , the
case of a secondary singularity, (2.8). They are positive definite if
a)a1 < 0 < a2
8>><>>: b0 < a1
a1<a1+a2<a2
=)
a1<a1+a2<a2
(n)&−1
a2 < b0 =) (n)%1
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b)

0 < a1 < a2 ; b0 < a1 =) (n)&−1
a2 < a1 < 0 ; a1 < b0 =) (n)%1
c1)

0 < a1 < a2 ; a2 < b0 < a1 + a2 =) (n)&−1
a1 < a2 < 0 ; a1 + a2 < b0 < a1 =) (n)%1
c2)

0 < a1 < a2 ; a1 + a2  b0 =) (n)%1 or constant
a1 < a2 < 0 ; b0  a1 + a2 =) (n)&−1 or constant
In the (a), (b), and (c2)-cases the condition is also sufficient. In the (c1)-cases, (n) must
also jump over the interval [a1; a2] . Finally, we have the same cases (4.2), with a?1 or a?2
equal to 1 . Now, when two intervals of integration appear in the (c)-cases, one is finite and
the other is infinite. The finite OPS are also (c)-cases: the quantum q−Krawtchouk in the
Askey’s Scheme.
FIG. 5.2. Intervals of integration in the (c)-cases for the q−weight function corresponding to the
;−Jacobi/Laguerre and ;−Jacobi=?Hermite (a?1 ! −1 and a?2 !1) OPS.
a1 6= a2 a1 = a2 or a1; a2 2 C n R

a1 a2
a2q a?2−1 a?1

-
a?1 a1q a2q a
?
2 !1
−1 a?1 
a1q a2q a?2
a1 a2


a?2 !1a?1 a1q
a1 a2
8<:
8<:
8<:
8<:
−1 a?1 
a?2
−1 a?1


a1q a?2
a1 = a2

a?1 a
?
2 !1
-
-

a1 = a2
a?1 a1q a
?
2 !1




−1 a?1 a?2

−1 a?1 a1q a?2
a1 = a2
a1 = a2

a?2 !1
a?2 !1
-
a?1
a?1 a1q
Now, the following question arises: What is the relationship with an indeterminate moment
problem? In the case of the q−1−Hermite ( ;−Jacobi =?Hermite), T. Chihara, [3, pp.197,
198], refers to the existence of one indeterminated moment problem. The indetermination of
the moment problem is not only due to the unbounded integration interval, as Hahn pointed
out. In this case the indetermination of the moment problem appears only when the two zeros
of  , a1 = 1 , a2 = a , satisfies
1 < a < q−1 i.e. q < aq < 1
that allows us to consider two different intervals of integration: bounded, [q; aq] and un-
bounded, (−1; q] .
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The 0−Jacobi=?Laguerre follows the same scheme. They can be positive definite in the
(c2) form, and we find the corresponding finite family: the q−Krawtchouk OPS.
In [10] different intervals of integration are described in all the cases. Even more, the
integral−valued representation of q−Bessel=?Jacobi are obtained in an unusual case: w is
complex valued for the positive definite cases and in any possible integration interval there
are infinite poles of ! .
6. Our classification and the Askey Scheme. To conclude this work we point out the
comparison of our classification scheme with the Askey’s one just as R. Koekoek and R.
Swarttouw present it. We emphasize the fact that a work with the hypergeometric feeling
shows in a systematic way the q−SL equation. We have established the equivalences through
it. By the way our q−Bessel=?Jacobi are alternative q−Charlier. There are very few refer-
ences about them in the literature.
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SCHEME
OF
BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
(4) Askey-Wilson
(3) Continuousdual q−Hahn
Continuous
q−Hahn
Big
q−Jacobi
;

q − Jacobi
q−1Jacobi
(2) Al-SalamChihara
q−Meixner
Pollaczek
Continuous
q−Jacobi
Big
q−Laguerre
;

q − Laguerre
q−1Jacobi
Little
q−Jacobi
0

q − Jacobi
q−1Jacobi
(1) Continuousbig q−Hermite
Continuous
q−Laguerre
Little
q−Laguerre
0

q − Laguerre
q−1Jacobi
q−Laguerre
0
i

q − Jacobi
q−1Laguerre
(0) Continuous
q−Hermite
Stieltjes
Wigert
0
i

q − Bessel
q−1LaguerreNotations
; = non-zero family
0 = zero family
f = finitely positive definiteness
i = indeterminate moment problem
−−− = q−classical OPS; 0 < q < 1
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SCHEME
OF
BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
(4)q−Racah
(3)q−Hahn
;

q − Jacobi
q−1Jacobi
Dual q−Hahn
;
f

q − Jacobi
q−1Jacobi
Big
q−Jacobi
(2)q−Meixner
;

q − Jacobi
q−1Laguerre
Quantum
q−Krawtchouk
;
f

q − Jacobi
q−1Laguerre
q−Krawtchouk
0
f

q − Jacobi
q−1Laguerre
Affine
q−Krawtchouk
;
f

q − Laguerre
q−1Jacobi
Dual
q−Krawtchouk
(1)Alternative
q−Charlier
0

q − Bessel
q−1Laguerre
q−Charlier
0

q − Jacobi
q−1Laguerre
Al-Salam
Carlitz I
;

q − Hermite
q−1Jacobi
Al-Salam
Carlitz II
;

q − Jacobi
q−1Hermite
(0)Discrete
q−Hermite I
;

particular case
ASC I
Discrete
q−Hermite II
;

particular case
ASC II
